Diverse and DEI Themed Book Club Kits
Fiction:
Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Ifemelu and Obinze are young and in love when they depart military-ruled Nigeria for
the West. Beautiful, self-assured Ifemelu heads for America, where despite her
academic success, she is forced to grapple with what it means to be black for the first
time. Quiet, thoughtful Obinze had hoped to join her, but with post-9/11 America closed to
him, he instead plunges into a dangerous, undocumented life in London. Fifteen years later,
they reunite in a newly democratic Nigeria, and reignite their passion—for each other and for
their homeland.

The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett
The Vignes twin sisters will always be identical. But after growing up together in a
small, southern black community and running away at age sixteen, it's not just the
shape of their daily lives that is different as adults, it's everything: their families, their
communities, their racial identities. Many years later, one sister lives with her black daughter in
the same southern town she once tried to escape. The other passes for white, and her white
husband knows nothing of her past. Still, even separated by so many miles and just as many
lies, the fates of the twins remain intertwined.

The Turner House by Angela Flournoy
The Turners live on Yarrow Street for over fifty years. Their house sees thirteen
children get grown and gone—and some return; it sees the arrival of grandchildren,
the fall of Detroit's East Side, and the loss of a father. Despite abandoned lots, an
embattled city, and the inevitable shift outward to the suburbs, the house still stands. But now,
as their powerful mother falls ill and loses her independence, the Turners might lose their
family home. The Turner children are called back to decide its fate and to reckon with how each
of their pasts might haunt—and shape—their family's future.

Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi
Two half-sisters, Effia and Esi, are born into different villages in eighteenth-century
Ghana. Effia is married off to an Englishman and lives in comfort in the palatial rooms
of Cape Coast Castle. Unbeknownst to Effia, her sister, Esi, is imprisoned beneath her
in the castle's dungeons, sold with thousands of others into the Gold Coast's booming slave
trade, and shipped off to America. Homegoing makes history visceral, and captures, with
singular and stunning immediacy, how the memory of captivity came to be inscribed in the soul
of a nation.

Exit West by Mohsin Hamid
In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet—sensual,
fiercely independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They embark on a furtive

love affair and are soon cloistered in a premature intimacy by the unrest roiling their city. When
it explodes, they begin to hear whispers about doors—doors that can whisk people far away, if
perilously and for a price. As the violence escalates, Nadia and Saeed decide that they no longer
have a choice. Leaving their homeland and their old lives behind, they find a door and step
through.

An American Marriage by Tayeri Jones
Newlyweds, Celestial and Roy, are the embodiment of both the American Dream and
the New South. He is a young executive and she is artist on the brink of an exciting
career. They are settling into the routine of their life together, when they are ripped
apart by circumstances neither could have imagined. Roy is arrested and sentenced to twelve
years for a crime Celestial knows he didn’t commit.

Everything I Never Told You by Celeste Ng
So begins this exquisite novel about a Chinese American family living in 1970s smalltown Ohio. Lydia is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her parents are
determined that she will fulfill the dreams they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s body is
found in the local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping the Lee family together
is destroyed, tumbling them into chaos.

Little Fires Everywhere by Celeste Ng
In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned-from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the successful
lives its residents will go on to lead. Enter Mia Warren--an enigmatic artist and single
mother--who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house
from the Richardsons. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the status
quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community.

There There by Tommy Orange
Tommy Orange's wondrous and shattering novel follows twelve characters from
Native communities: all traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow, all connected to one
another in ways they may not yet realize. Together, this chorus of voices tells of the
plight of the urban Native American--grappling with a complex and painful history, with an
inheritance of beauty and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and heroism.

A Tale for the Time Being by Ruth L. Ozeki
In Tokyo, sixteen-year-old Nao has decided there’s only one escape from her aching
loneliness and her classmates’ bullying, but before she ends it all, Nao plans to
document the life of her great-grandmother, a Buddhist nun who’s lived more than a
century. A diary is Nao’s only solace—and will touch lives in a ways she can scarcely imagine.

The Samurai’s Garden by Gail Tsukiyama
A 20-year-old Chinese painter named Stephen is sent to his family's summer home in a
Japanese coastal village to recover from a bout with tuberculosis. Here he is cared for
by Matsu, a reticent housekeeper and a master gardener. Over the course of a remarkable year,
Stephen learns Matsu's secret and gains not only physical strength, but also profound spiritual
insight.

The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead
Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. Life is hell for all the slaves, but
especially bad for Cora; an outcast even among her fellow Africans. When Caesar, a
recent arrival from Virginia, tells her about the Underground Railroad, they decide to take a
terrifying risk and escape. Matters do not go as planned—Cora kills a young white boy who tries
to capture her. Though they manage to find a station and head north, they are being hunted. In
Whitehead’s ingenious conception, the Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor—engineers
and conductors operate a secret network of tracks and tunnels beneath the Southern soil.

The Shadow of the Wind by Carlos Ruiz Zafón
Barcelona, 1945: A city slowly heals from its war wounds, and Daniel, an antiquarian
book dealer's son who mourns the loss of his mother, finds solace in a mysterious
book entitled The Shadow of the Wind, by one Julian Carax. But when he sets out to
find the author's other works, he makes a shocking discovery: someone has been systematically
destroying every copy of every book Carax has written. In fact, Daniel may have the last of
Carax's books in existence. Soon Daniel's seemingly innocent quest opens a door into one of
Barcelona's darkest secrets--an epic story of murder, madness, and doomed love.

Nonfiction:
Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of
the FBI by David Grann
In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage
Indian Nation in Oklahoma after oil was discovered beneath their land. Then, one by one, they
began to be killed off. In this last remnant of the Wild West, virtually anyone who dared to
investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death toll surpassed more than
twenty-four Osage, the newly created F.B.I. took up the case, in what became one of the
organization’s first major homicide investigations.

Waking Up White: And Finding Myself in the Story of Race by
Debby Irving
Waking Up White is the book Irving wishes someone had handed her decades ago. By
sharing her sometimes cringe-worthy struggle to understand racism and racial

tensions, she offers a fresh perspective on bias, stereotypes, manners, and tolerance. As Irving
unpacks her own long-held beliefs about colorblindness, being a good person, and wanting to
help people of color, she reveals how each of these well-intentioned mindsets actually
perpetuated her ill-conceived ideas about race. Exercises at the end of each chapter prompt
readers to explore their own racialized ideas.

Biography:
Falling Leaves: The Memoir of an Unwanted Chinese Daughter by
Adeline Yen Mah
In this compelling memoir that scaled bestseller lists in England, Australia, and Hong
Kong, Adeline Yen Mah chronicles her painful childhood growing up in a wealthy yet abusive
Chinese family. The unwanted daughter scorned by her family, young Adeline dreamed of
freedom and independence, ultimately escaping to the West to launch a successful career in
medicine. Moving from Shanghai and Hong Kong to London and the United States, Falling
Leaves is an enthralling saga of a prosperous Chinese family set against a background of
changing political times and the collision of East and West.

The Color of Water: A Black Man’s Tribute to His White Mother
by James McBride
Touches readers of all colors as a vivid portrait of growing up, a haunting meditation
on race and identity, and a lyrical valentine to a mother from her son. Who is Ruth McBride
Jordan? A self-declared "light-skinned" woman evasive about her ethnicity, yet steadfast in her
love for her twelve black children. James McBride, journalist, musician and son, explores his
mother's past, as well as his own upbringing and heritage, in a poignant and powerful debut,
The Color Of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His White Mother.

Becoming by Michelle Obama
In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle
Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped
her—from her childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive
balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to her time spent at the world’s most famous
address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her
disappointments, both public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it—in her own
words and on her own terms.

